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What is TrackMan?  

TrackMan provides the platform that helps you improve your golf game 

whether you are a Tour Pro or a Sunday golfer looking to cut a few strokes off 

your round. We have provided ball flight data and swing analysis to the 

professional golf industry since 2003. Manufacturers, tour pros, teachers, 

students and range facilities all take advantage of the TrackMan numbers on a 

daily basis. 

  

How It Works? 

The TrackMan radar unit tracks the trajectory of your golf ball from launch to 

landing. The ability to measure the full ball flight is essential to produce the 

highest quality data. 

The golf radar can pick up valuable information about your club head, giving a 

precise picture of the club during ball impact. With this knowledge, you can 

easily determine how your club face or swing path needs to be adjusted. 

The technology used is called doppler radar and has been widely used in 

military applications to track missiles and projectiles since the 1960s. 

 

What Are TrackMan Numbers? 

The TrackMan technology provides you with the most accurate feedback in the 

industry. The TrackMan numbers are divided into 2 main categories; ball flight 

data and club data. Knowing your TrackMan numbers is essential to 

understand and improve your golf swing.  Regardless of level all golfers can 

benefit from using TrackMan as part of their training. Working on your golf 

swing and resulting ball flight through your TrackMan numbers, allows 

problem areas to be identified, resulting in fast improvement.  

Examples: 

 

Ball Speed 

Spin Rate  

 

 

 



Easy Access To Your TrackMan Numbers 

To get the maximum benefit from your TrackMan training requires access to 

your TrackMan numbers in the easiest possible way. When you access 

mytrackman.com it will automatically adapt to your preferred device, whether 

it is a smartphone, laptop or tablet. You will now have access to your TrackMan 

numbers where ever you are. 

 


